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Proper Steps to Receive Remediation
 According to Attorney John Wells King of the law

firm of Garvey, Schubert and Barer, the procedure that
affected stations must follow to receive remediation from
IBOC interference is as follows:

 The complaining station must first contact the of-
fending station “to work cooperatively to confirm the
instances of interference and to attempt to eliminate the
interference using voluntary tiered FM Digital ERP
reductions.”

 If the voluntary reduction works, the offending station
must stay at that level and notify the FCC of the reduction
in power.

If the stations fail to reach an agreement, the complain-
ing station may file a complaint with the FCC.

FCC Required Documentation
Should the need for a complaint arrise, it must con-

tain the following information to be considered by the
commission.

Complaints from at least six listeners, of ongoing (not
transitory) interference. You are required to plot the loca-
tion of the complaints on a map. You must also provide a
“detailed description of the nature and extent of the inter-
ference being experienced at that location.”

Finally, you must include a “description of the tests
and equipment used to identify the alleged interference
and the scope of the unsuccessful efforts to resolve the
interference.”

Mandatory IBOC Power Decrease
If the FCC fails to act on the complaint within 90 days,

the offending station must reduce power, either to -14
dBC, -17 dBC, or -20 dBC, depending on the power level
at which the station was operating.

A Lesson for You to Learn
 The lesson to be learned from both of these experi-

ences is that if you know your first adjacent neighbor is
operating with -14dB IBOC sidebands, listen carefully
to your listeners when they call and say that your
previously good signal has diminished in the direction
of the IBOC station.

Ask them if they now hear a “white noise” instead of
your station. Be prepared to explain what white noise
sounds like and why it is there. Remember you will be
speaking with someone that probably doesn’t have an
understanding of audio or digital interference.

Once you have confirmed it is a case of IBCO interfer-
ence, immediately contact that IBOC station and ask for
their help.

Use Diplomacy
Be diplomatic about the situation. Talk it over with the

Chief Engineer or the station’s contract engineer and try to
work together with them to find a solution.

Your ultimate goal here is to gain the offending
station’s cooperation in resolving the problem, so you
won’t have to go through the process and expense of
gathering all the documentation which eventually will
needed to be presented to the FCC should a complaint
need to be filed.

Of course it goes without saying that you need to keep
your FCC attorney in the loop. He can be an excellent
asset in assuring that you handle the situation properly
which would make it easier should you have to file a
formal complaint with the Commission to get the situa-
tion resolved.

Steve Callahan is the Director of Engineering for Rhode Island
Public Radio. He can be reached via email scallahan@wrni.org

Transmitter Site

 As a Chief Engineer of an NPR station, and the
owner of a small market AM station, I had high hopes
that IBOC would be a positive step in the evolution of
terrestrial radio.

It certainly was initially touted as a way to bring AM
and FM radio to the next level for the future. Unfortu-
nately, I have learned that IBOC comes at a very high price
to first adjacent stations that are your neighbors on the
radio dial.

White Noise Hash
Rhode Island Public Radio operates WRNI-FM, a 2 kW

kilowatt Class A FM on 102.7, licensed to Narragansett Pier,
RI. It serves southern Rhode Island and WRNI-AM serves
northern Rhode Island.

WRNI-FM is a grandfathered, short spaced allocation
to WKLB-FM 102.5 in Waltham, Massachusetts. On
December 4, 2008, the licensee of WKLB-FM received an
Experimental Permit from the FCC to conduct tests at
higher IBOC levels.

When those tests started, the coverage area of WRNI-
FM was dramatically reduced by white noise on 102.7.

In Come the Complaints
 I immediately started to get listener complaints, one

from a listener approximately 4,000 feet from our FM
tower in Narragansett Pier.

Affected WRNI-FM listeners were confused because
the IBOC white noise could not be attributed by them to
traditional, audible interference from another station. They
told me they thought the problem on 102.7 was due to
deficiencies with WRNI-FM so they merely tuned to
another station.

NPR Testing
During the summer of 2009, Rhode Island Public

Radio partnered with NPR Labs to perform extensive
field measurements, documenting specific locations of
interference within the protected 60 dBu contour of
WRNI-FM, from the increased-level IBOC carriers of
WKLB-FM.

Those results were submitted to the FCC as part of a
larger study by NPR Labs seeking to moderate the
proposed across-the-board increase of IBOC levels from
-20 dB to -10dB.

That study convinced the FCC that a -14dB IBOC
level was prudent and also imposed a procedure of
remediation if a station caused interference to an adja-
cent station by operating with the increased IBOC level.

Meanwhile on the Left Coast
 On May 19, 2010, All Pro Broadcasting, Inc., lic-

ensee of KATY-FM, Idyllwild, California, operating on
101.3 MHz, filed a Petition with the FCC for Relief from
Interference and for Modification of STA.

All Pro Broadcasting commissioned extensive field
studies showing that the digital IBOC subcarrier for
Radio Station KRTH, operating on 101.1 from Mouth
Wilson near Los Angeles, was severely damaging their
analog signal within the KATY-FM protected 60 dBu
contour in Riverside County, California.

 Similar Methodology Used
As NPR did in Rhode Island, All Pro Broadcasting

conducted thorough listening tests and field strength mea-
surements from a variety of locations focusing on areas of
heavy mobile listening and traffic patterns.

The NPR study in Rhode Island noted that a ratio
analysis of WRNI-FM to WKLB-FM while the test re-
ceiver was in motion yielded the most obvious effects of
the interference. The KATY-FM coverage area subjected
to KRTH’s IBOC interference is, according to All Pro’s
FCC Counsel, Attorney John McVeigh, “1,871 square
kilometers which is about 44.7% of the entire area con-
tained within KATY-FM’s predicted 60 dBu contour.”

KRTH Took Measurements
Eliot Klein, principal of Klein Broadcast Engineer-

ing, technical consultants for All Pro Broadcasting, reached
out to the licensee of KRTH, but was told that measure-
ments had been done on KRTH showing no interference
to KATY-FM. However, requests by Mr. Klein for cop-
ies of those measurements went unanswered and unful-
filled by KRTH.

Mr. Klein even went as far as to suggest to KRTH’s
corporate engineering department that a directional an-
tenna for KRTH’s IBOC signal, with a -15 dBu null toward
KATY-FM might alleviate the interference. That sugges-
tion was rejected by KRTH.

CBS Replies
On July 2, CBS Radio East, Inc. responded to All Pro’s

filing by refuting all of their claims of interference and the
methodology of All Pro’s field testing.

Glynn Walden, Senior Vice President of Engineering
for CBS radio, and an early supporter of the present IBOC
system when he was employed by iBiquity Digital Corpo-
ration, prepared the technical portion of the CBS exhibit.

Walden states “As part of the FCC IBOC proceeding
and the NRSC evaluations, iBiquity Digital Corporation
submitted reports and test results to the broadcasting
industry and the FCC indicating that during the transitional
hybrid IBOC operation that there would be some degree of
interference generated to the analog operations of stations
operating on first adjacent channels to IBOC stations”.

Walden goes on to explain that CBS performed a series
of tests from June 14 to June 16, of this year, to ascertain
KRTH’s adherence to the IBOC emissions mask even
though he stated earlier in 2008 to All Pro’s technical
consultant that those tests and measurements had already
been performed.

 Mr. Walden notes that All Pro did not provide any
evidence of specific listener complains of interference to
KATY-FM.

Listeners Don’t Understand IBOC Interference
At WRNI-FM I learned from contact with our affected

listeners, IBOC interference is often misinterpreted by the
listening public. They comprehend it as a deficiency with the
signal of the station they are listening to which is being
interfered with.

The rate of complaints received drops off because listen-
ers just simply tune to another station. with no interference.
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